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Aim of this talk:

• Recent observational results: NJ shelf wind-driven seasonal surface 
circulation

• Formulating questions for modeling study based on observations

• Effect of topography, stratification & winds on the whole water column 
transport?

• Seasonal behavior of along-shore and cross-shore transport on the shelf

• Discovery of a persistent transport pathway downstream of the Hudson 
Shelf Valley



Chapman et al. 1986

Lentz 2008

Codiga 2004; Codiga 2005). The Hudson River, Dela-
ware Bay, and Chesapeake Bay all have peak freshwa-
ter discharges in spring. The associated buoyant coastal
currents reduce the inner-shelf salinity, increasing the
cross-shelf density gradient, and enhance the along-
shelf flow (e.g., Munchow and Garvine 1993; Rennie et
al. 1999; Yankovsky et al. 2000).

There is a large seasonal variation in the cross-shelf
temperature gradient (Fig. 10; Shearman and Lentz
2003). In winter (December–March), thermal stratifica-
tion is weak and the shelf water temperatures decrease
onshore because of surface cooling. In winter, the cross-
shelf temperature gradient (denser water near the
coast) opposes the cross-shelf salinity gradient (lighter

water near the coast), resulting in a reduced cross-shelf
density gradient. Surface heating in the spring leads to
the development of a shallow seasonal thermocline that
isolates a region of residual cold winter water near the
bottom over the mid and outer shelf, called the “cold
pool,” that persists from May through October (Fig. 10:
Bigelow 1933; Houghton et al. 1982). Note this is not
simply a local response. The cold-pool water is ad-
vected equatorward along-shelf by the mean flow and
hence comes from regions to the north (Houghton et al.
1982). Offshore of the center of the cold pool, the near-
bottom cross-shelf temperature gradient continues to
oppose the cross-shelf salinity gradient, as in winter.
However, onshore of the cold pool, the near-bottom

FIG. 8. (a) Amplitude and (b) phase of the seasonal ellipse of the residual depth-averaged
along-shelf flow when the wind-driven flow is removed as a function of water depth. The phase
of the near-bottom cross-shelf temperature or density difference is shown in (c). Error bars
indicate 95% confidence interval for estimates.
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series. Similar anomaly series were derived for monthly air
temperature at New York City and at Norfolk, VA to
consider the potential for atmospheric forcing of SHW
temperature variability.

3. Results
3.1. Temperature

[16] The annual cycles for temperature in the different
regions during the MARMAP period (Figure 2) are asym-
metric, with the warming period being longer than the
cooling (approximately 220 days versus 145 days). The
minimum temperatures in the regions are within about one
degree and occur progressively later from south to north,
with the minimum in SNE being three weeks after that in
SS2. The maximum values have a similar shift in timing,
but also exhibit a spatial pattern with the maximum in SS2
being about 4!C warmer than that in SNE. The seasonal
range increased from 9!C in SNE to 13!C in SS2.
[17] During the 1990s the temperature patterns in the

northern two regions were quite similar to Figure 2. In the
southern regions, however, the winter temperatures were
considerably warmer than during the MARMAP period. The
temperature anomalies during the 1990s in each region were
averaged over the decade for three periods of the year
(calendar days 1–125, 125–250, and 250–365) (Figure 3).
The spatial and temporal patterns of the average anomalies
suggest a winter warming that increased toward the southern
part of the bight. The middle part of the year was generally
cooler and the latter part of the year was moderately warmer.

3.2. Salinity

[18] As shown by Manning [1991] the SHW salinity
during the MARMAP period exhibited interannual varia-
bility that was comparable in magnitude to the seasonal
variability. Significant annual cycles were found only for
NYB1 and NYB2, where the nearby Hudson River inflow
causes a consistent seasonal decrease of the salinity to a
minimum value in the summer. In the other regions the
interannual variability overshadowed the seasonal variabil-
ity and a significant annual cycle was not found. In these
regions the mean salinity value was used as a reference for

calculating anomalies. Unlike temperature, the salinity
anomalies did not show a characteristic spatial or seasonal
pattern and are discussed below on a MAB-wide basis.

3.3. Volume

[19] A significant annual cycle in SHW volume was
found for each region except SS2 (Figure 4). The cycles

Figure 2. Annual cycle of SHW temperature for the
different regions in Figure 1. The curves were determined
from data for the MARMAP period (1977–1987). The
vertical bars represent ±1 standard deviation of the residuals
for the original data from the fitted curves.

Figure 3. Average SHW temperature anomalies during the
1990s in each MAB region for three periods of the year.

Figure 4. Annual cycle of SHW volume for the regions in
Figure 1. The curves were detemined from data for the
MARMAP period (1977–1987). The times of maximum
volume are indicated by the labeled vertical lines. The
vertical bars represent ±1 standard deviation of the residuals
for the original data from the fitted curves.
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Observation: seasonal flow patterns

• Flow on the shelf is affected by the presence of a cross-shelf valley, region to 
the south amplified

• Shelf flow has a strong seasonal pattern driven by seasonal stratification and 
wind pattern.

• Flow mainly cross-shelf (offshore) during stratified and mixed seasons, and 
mainly along-shelf (downshelf) during transition seasons.  the residence time 
is on the order of 1-5 weeks.



Modeling: Cross & along-shelf transport

• How does the model do 
compare to data?

• Mean flow

• Seasonal flow

• Hydrography

• Quantifying flow in the whole water 
column and transport of key tracers

• Along & cross-shelf variability of the 
transport, role of the HSV?
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“Seasonal Climatology of Wind 
Driven Circulation on the NJ Shelf” 

Gong, Kohut, Glen. in press.

CODAR (2002 - 2007) ROMS (2006-2007)



Data vs. Model: August 7-9, 2006
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Along-shelf variability (Summer 2006 Example)



Study Summary

• Along-shelf transport is concentrated at the mid-outershelf, especially during 
summer and winter.

• Identified a persistent offshore transport pathway just south of the Hudson 
Shelf Valley 

• There is significant along-shelf variability in cross-shelf transport, more 
prominent at the offshore end

• Combined observatory data & modeling approach is very powerful for 
identifying large scale spatial patterns and longterm temporal patterns



Next steps:

• Look at the temporal variability of shelf flux of salt & heat, correlate with 
forcing mechanisms

• Seasonal mixing dynamics & effect on cross-shelf exchange

• Compare with data assimilative model runs, can a forward only model 
effectively capture seasonal transport?

• Effect of high energy, episodic events on cross-shelf exchange & transport 
(i.e. storms, major discharge, large offshore eddies)
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